How Informatica Is Supporting the Public Sector’s Digital Transformation

750+ agencies and departments served worldwide

"With Informatica Intelligent products for the wider data management scopes of work in DCT, we have better performance reporting. It’s easier for us to look at the big picture, helps in decision making and facilitates our understanding of the impact of tourism and culture to Abu Dhabi’s economy."

"The success of our transformation can be attributed to the way we manage our data. Trusted data from Informatica fulfills our vision and delivers the operational efficiencies we require."

"There’s no dispute: Informatica is helping the Netherlands Ministry of Defense maximize the potential of its data."

Our Customer Profile

Public Administration

444 customers worldwide

Finance, Taxation and Monetary Policy

75 agencies and departments served worldwide

Public Health

69 administrative customers served worldwide

National Security

40 customers served worldwide

There is a 65% time savings in the development of each report, with easier and faster maintenance, which saves time and resources.